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In early May, the U.S. Sixth Fleet, together with the Royal Navy, conducted maritime security
operations in the Barents Sea, just off the Arctic coast of Norway and Russia. 1 A few weeks later,
the newly confirmed U.S. Secretary of the Navy, Kenneth J. Braithwaite, warned of increasing
hostility in the Arctic, noting, “The Chinese and the Russians are everywhere, especially the
Chinese.” 2 In late 2019, France’s Minister of the Armed Forces even compared the Arctic to the
Middle East. 3 This followed a speech given a few months earlier on May 6 by the U.S. Secretary
of State, Mike Pompeo, that represented a clear break with notions of the Arctic as a “zone of
peace.” 4
The Arctic is one of the spots on the planet most affected by climate change, as the sea ice
and Greenlandic ice sheet continue to melt at an ever-increasing pace. The region is also home to
some of world’s largest fish stocks and has tremendous undiscovered oil and gas resources as well
as an abundance of rare minerals found only in a few places around the world. In addition, the
increasingly ice-free waters can serve as a shortcut from Europe to Asia (or reverse) via the top of
the world.
Therefore, few places have been the source of as much speculation, hype, and sweeping
statements as the Arctic region at the start of the 21st century. Since its (re)emergence in world
politics around 2006–7, the region has been portrayed as the next arena for geopolitical conflict —
the place where Russia, the U.S., NATO, and eventually China are bound to clash. 5
However, it has now become clear that the idea of “resource wars” in the North are
unlikely to emerge. 6 Oil and gas, minerals, or fish stocks are predominantly located in the maritime
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zones or territories of the Arctic states. 7 Arctic states — including the U.S. and Russia — desire
stable operating environments for extracting costly resources far away from their prospective
markets. Therefore, ideas of the Arctic as an arena for political competition and rivalry are often
juxtaposed with the view of the Arctic as a region of harmony and shared interests. 8
Nevertheless, the notion of a discordant Arctic coupled with great-power politics still
makes the headlines. The Arctic speech delivered by Secretary of State Pompeo did not change
the facts on the ground in the region: yes, Russia is investing heavily in Arctic military capabilities,
and yes, China is increasingly throwing its weight around, ranging from statements about fisheries
to research and investments. What the speech did, however, was shatter the self-imposed
separation between great power politics and regional relations that the Arctic states had, up until
that point, made use of to promote constructive regional relations.
And yet, the U.S. (as a member), Russia (as a member), China (as an observer), and France
(as an observer) are strong supporters of cooperative Arctic mechanisms, including the Arctic
Council, and repeatedly stress their desire to ensure that the circumpolar region remains insulated
from troubles elsewhere in surprisingly streamlined Arctic “strategies.” 9
Why are statements by Arctic states about the region sometimes contradictory? The simple
answer is that they are talking about different things taking place at the same time, in the same
region. Separating between two “levels” of inter-state relations — global power politics and
regional (Arctic) associations — explains why the idea of impending conflict persists and why this
does not necessarily go against the reality of regional cooperation and stability. In other words,
this analysis can help explain why rivalry and collaboration do co-exist in the Arctic.
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Caption: Four U.S. Navy vessels and one Royal Navy vessel sailing in the Arctic / Barents Sea in May 2020. Photo by
Dan Rosenbaum. Source: U.S. 6th Fleet.
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Arctic Regional Relations — Still Positive
As the Cold War’s systemic overlay faded away, regional interaction and cooperation in the North
started to flourish. Further, as the melting ice at the turn of the millennium opened possibilities

for greater maritime activity (shipping, fisheries, oil and gas exploration/exploitation), the Arctic
states began to look northwards in terms of investments as well as presence. In particular, Russia’s
ambitions concerning the Northern Sea Route has prompted a buildup of both in terms of military
and civilian infrastructure and capacity. 10 The other Arctic countries have more or less been
following suit. 11
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Caption: The Arctic sea ice is melting at an increasing pace. Map: Malte Humpert, The Arctic Institute.

Countries in the circumpolar region have recognized the value of creating a political
environment favorable to investments and economic development. In response to the outcry and
concerns about the “lack of governance” in the Arctic spurred by the growing international
awareness of the region, top-level political representatives of the five Arctic coastal states —
Canada, Demark (via Greenland), Norway, Russia, and the U.S. — met in 2008 in Ilulissat,
Greenland, where they publicly declared the Arctic to be a “region of cooperation.” 12 They also
affirmed their intention to work within established international arrangements and agreements,
especially the Law of the Sea. 13
Since the Ilulissat meeting, the Arctic states, which include Finland, Iceland, and Sweden
in addition to those mentioned above, have repeated this mantra of cooperation, articulating the
same sentiment in relatively streamlined Arctic policy and strategy documents. This sentiment has
not changed even with the deterioration in relations between Russia and its Arctic neighbors since
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2014 as a result of Russian actions in the Ukraine and Crimea. Indeed, the foreign ministries of all
Arctic Council members (including Russia) keep pro-actively emphasizing the “peaceful” and
“cooperative” nature of regional politics. 14
Moreover, some would argue that low-level forms of regional interaction help relax
tensions in the North. 15 To illustrate, the Arctic Council emerged in the wake of the Cold War’s
close as the primary forum for regional affairs in the Arctic. 16 Founded in 1996, the Council serves
as a platform from which its member-states can portray themselves as working harmoniously
towards common goals. 17 Adding to its legitimacy, an increasing number of actors have, since the
late 1990s, applied and gained observer status on the Council — initially Germany, France, the
Netherlands, Poland, Spain, and the UK, and more recently China, Italy, India, Japan, Singapore,
South Korea, and Switzerland. 18
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Caption: The Arctic coastal states have basically divided the region among them, based on the law of the sea. There is
little to argue about when it comes to resources and boundaries, although limited disputes exist, such as that over tiny,
uninhabited Hans Island/Ø and that over the maritime boundary in the Beaufort Sea between Canada and the U.S.
Map: Malte Humpert, The Arctic Institute.
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The Arctic states therefore have few, if any, reasons for engaging in outright confrontation
(bilateral or regional) over resources or territory. Notions of an impending scramble, as pedaled
for over a decade now, were founded, as they say, on thin ice. Instead, even in the 21st century
relations have proven surprisingly peaceful, guided by the growing primacy of the Arctic Council
and the desire of the Arctic states to shield mutual relations from the repercussions of conflict
occurring elsewhere in the world. 19
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The Arctic in Global Politics
Despite the history of peace in the region, there are no guarantees that relations between the Arctic
states will always remain on an even keel and that such tensions or fractures may not be imported
into the region. This brings us to the important difference between issues that narrowly concern
the Arctic region and the overarching strategic considerations and developments on a global plane
that feed back into the affairs of the North.
During the Cold War, the Arctic held a prominent place in the political and military
standoffs between the two superpowers. This was important not because of interactions in the
Arctic itself (though the cat-and-mouse games of submarines took place there), but because of its
wider strategic role in the systemic competition between the U.S. and the USSR.
With the end of the Cold War, the Arctic was transformed from a region of geo-strategic
rivalry to one where a (now diminished) Russian state would cooperate in various novel
collaborative arrangements with its former Western adversaries. Several regional organizations (the
Arctic Council, the Barents Euro-Arctic Council, and the Northern Forum) emerged in the 1990s
to tackle issues such as environmental degradation, regional and local development, and cultural
and economic cross-border cooperation. 20 But whereas interaction increased during this period
among Arctic states and also included Arctic indigenous peoples (as they gained more political
visibility and an official voice), geopolitically the region seemed to disappear from the radar of
global power politics.
Since the mid-2000s the Arctic’s strategic importance has reappeared. Echoing the
dynamics of the Cold War, this began to happen primarily because Russia, under President
Vladimir Putin, started to re-build its military (and nuclear) prowess in order to re-assert its position
at the head table of world politics. And given the country’s geography and recent history, its
obvious focus would be its Arctic lands and seas. In this terrain Russia could pursue, unobstructed,
its policy of rebuilding its forces as well as expanding its defense and deterrence capabilities. 21
This has not come primarily because of changing political circumstances in the Arctic, but
because Russia maintains a naturally (that is, geographically) dominant position in the North and
a historically strong naval presence, the Northern Fleet, on the Kola Peninsula 22 where its strategic
submarines are based — essential to the county’s status as a major nuclear power on the world
stage. 23
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Caption: Russia’s nuclear submarines based near Murmansk make the Arctic strategically important for Russia. This
also defines the bilateral relationship with Norway, its nearest neighbor. These submarines are not, however, meant
for the Arctic but for Russia’s nuclear deterrence and strategic force posture.
Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Russian_submarine_Tula_(K-114).jpg

Into this evolutionary geo-economic and geo-strategic mix, China has surfaced as a new
Arctic actor in recent years. Indeed, China has proclaimed itself as a “near-Arctic state.” 24 With
Beijing’s continuous efforts to assert influence through its global network of dominance, the Arctic
has emerged as the latest arena where China’s presence and interaction are components of its
expanding power in both soft and hard terms, be it China’s interests in scientific research or
investments in Russia’s fossil fuel and mineral extraction industries across Arctic countries. 25 China
protects its range of interests — from businesses to opinions on developments related to the Law
of the Sea — as part of this expansion of its political might in the region and worldwide. 26
However, to the eight Arctic countries who hold regional power, China remains an
outsider. Not only that, but the Arctic is emerging as yet another domain where the U.S. is
throwing down the gauntlet to challenge China’s global rise. Despite the inaccuracies of U.S.
Secretary of State Pompeo’s warning in 2019 that Beijing’s Arctic activity risks creating a “new
South China Sea,” 27 such statements do show how the U.S. sees the Arctic as a theater where the
emerging systemic competition between the two countries is becoming apparent. 28
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Keeping the Arctic Separate?
The central question is how much the developments described here at the two different “levels”
can be insulated or will overlap. If the goal is to keep the Arctic as a separate “exceptional” region
of cooperation, the Arctic states have managed to do a relatively good job of late, despite setbacks
due to the Russian annexation of Crimea in 2014. This political situation is underpinned by the
shared (economic) interest that the Arctic states have in maintaining stable regional relations.
Here we should also note the new agreements and/or institutions set up to deal with
specific issues in the Arctic as they arise, such as the 2018 “A5+5” agreement (which included
China, Iceland, Japan, South Korea, and the EU) to prevent unregulated fishing in the Central
Arctic Ocean, or the Arctic Coast Guard Forum that was established in 2015. 29 Such agreements
and interactions have a socializing effect on the Arctic states, 30 as cooperation becomes the modus
operandi for dealing with Arctic issues.
The most pressing regional challenge, however, is how to deal with and talk about Arctic–
specific security concerns, which are often excluded from the above-mentioned cooperative
forums and venues. The debate about which mechanisms are best suited to further expand security
cooperation has now been going on for a decade 31: some hold that the Arctic Council should
acquire a security component, 32 whereas others look to the Arctic Coast Guard Forum or other
more ad-hoc venues for leadership or guidance. 33
The Northern Chiefs of Defense Conference and the Arctic Security Forces Roundtable
were initiatives established to this end in 2011/2012, 34 but they fell apart after 2014. The difficulties
encountered in trying to establish an arena for security discussions indicate the high sensitivity to,
and influences from, events and evolutions elsewhere. Any Arctic security dialogue is fragile and
risks being interpreted in terms of the increasingly tense NATO–Russia division in Europe at large.
And, China is naturally excluded since it is not, per se, an Arctic actor.
Paradoxically, precisely what such an arena for dialogue is intended to achieve (preventing
the spillover of tensions from other parts of the world to the Arctic?) is the very reason why
progress is difficult. However, the Arctic states should push ahead in order to set up a venue that
can deal with these questions in order to avoid unnecessary tension. An “Arctic Security Council”
or similar types of arrangements will naturally not solve all security issues in the Arctic. Still, by
including military officials, Arctic politicians and the wider community of “security experts”, some
pressure can be alleviated and the Arctic states themselves would be seen as taking proactive steps
to counter some of the rising security concerns in the region.
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Future Great-Power Politics in the Arctic
Regarding great-power politics in the Arctic (and elsewhere), the immediate concern is the growing
hostility between what some refer to as the “two poles” — the U.S. and (its perceived challenger)
China. 35 However, we can note that China’s increasing global engagement and influence has in
fact (thus far) been rather subdued in the North. Beijing, for all its rhetoric about its ambitions for
a “Polar Silk Route” has used all the correct Arctic buzzwords in tune with the preferences of the
Arctic states. 36 However, there are fears that this may just be a mollifying tactic: merely the
beginning of a more pushy Chinese presence where geo-economic actions — financial investments
motivated by geopolitical goals 37 — are part of a larger political strategy aimed at challenging the
hegemony of the “West” as well as the balance of power in the North. 38
The Arctic speech by Secretary of State Pompeo in 2019 fed directly into this narrative. 39
The U.S. obviously has a considerable security presence in the Arctic that ranges from military
bases in Keflavik and Thule to troops in Canada and (rotating) troops in Norway, as well as its
own Alaskan Arctic component. It is unlikely that Chinese actions in the region can challenge this
presence. Moreover, its regional engagement assumes predominantly soft-power characteristics.
At the same time, shifting power balances and greater regional interest from Beijing need not lead
to tension and conflict; on the contrary, it might spur efforts to find ways of including China in
regional forums, alleviating the (geoeconomic) concerns of Arctic states. 40 In other words, “how”
to balance these concerns will be at the core of Arctic geopolitical concerns in years to come.
The other great-power actor with global aspirations (which, in contrast to China, is actually
in the Arctic region) is Russia, operating in tandem with its desire to project influence. As by far
the largest Arctic country with the most ambition in terms of military investments and activity,
Russia sets the parameters for much of the Arctic security trajectory. This is not likely to change,
although exactly how the future Arctic security environment will look depends on the “West’s”
response to Russian actions taking place predominantly in other regions around the world.
However, Russian military engagement in the Arctic does not have a uniform regional
effect. This is where the sub-regional Arctic relations come into play, and geographic proximity
should not be underestimated. After all, neighboring regions, like Norway and Russia, are forced
to interact regardless of the positive or negative character of their relations. The U.S. Sixth Fleet
had reasons for sailing in the Barents Sea just off the coast of NATO ally Norway: this is the part
of the Arctic region that is experiencing the most military activity and might pose the highest
security risk for the U.S. and its allies.
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Conclusion
Crucially, what happens in the Arctic does not remain solely in the Arctic, be it related to the
environment or politics. Conversely, events and processes elsewhere can in turn impact the Arctic
in terms of global warming, security, and desires to exploit economic opportunities. There are
some paradoxical dynamics — explaining the mix of cooperation and tension, if not conflict —
that are best understood by distinguishing between the following concepts: international
competition (why the U.S. is increasingly focused on China in an Arctic context) and regional
interaction (why Arctic states still meet to sign new agreements hailing the cooperative spirit of
the North).
Questions raised in this paper concern both whether the Arctic states will continue to
attempt to insulate the region from great power politics elsewhere, and how to improve intraregional cooperation on security matters. Regarding the former, it is clear that the Arctic will not
become any less important on the strategic level, simply because the U.S. and Russia are already in
the region, and China is increasingly demonstrating its (strategic) northern interests.
If global relations continue to deteriorate among these actors (i.e., increasingly bellicose
statements, military posturing and exercises, sanctions regimes) greater tensions in the Arctic may
well result. The Arctic is then to some extent used as an arena for symbolic gestures and power
projection, which has little to do with resources or territory in the Arctic specifically. The Arctic
states can, nevertheless, choose to keep the region “separate” in their statements and regional
interactions, even if this is predominantly a rhetorical instrument in order to reduce northern
tensions.
Regarding the latter question, it is clear that increasing attention has been paid for some
time now to northern security challenges by Arctic actors (including Russia, the U.S., and, by proxy,
the EU) and those with a growing interest in the Arctic, like China. Which forum or institution
that might be an appropriate venue remains in debate. The most purposeful arrangement is likely
to be an “Arctic security council”, separate from existing structures and involving officials from
the military as well as politicians and the small community of Arctic security scholars. That might,
in turn, help ensure that Arctic relations remain relatively peaceful, even as the region is becoming
a focal point in global politics.
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